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BRIESKORN MANIFOLD INDUCED 
IN HYPERSURFACE OF A 

PRODUCT OF TWO SPHERES

Shin,Yong Ho and Kang,Tae Ho

Introduction

The (2n-l)-dimensional Bneskorn manifold B2n~x is the intersec

tion of a complex cone and a (2n + l)-dimensional unit sphere S2n+1(l).

It is well-known that every Brieskorn manifold is a contact manifold 

and admits many Sasakian structuresfl].

The purpose of the present paper is to show that the converse state

ment is true in hypersurface of a product of two spheres under some 

additional condition.

In section 1, we recall the structure equations of hypersurface M of 

S0心 X 5n(l/v^).

In section 2, we prove that the converse statement is true in M. All 

geometric objects and mappings throughout this paper are of C°°.

1. Structure equations of hypersurface of Sn(l/\/2)x Sn(l/s/2)

K.Yano[2] proved that the (/, g> u, v, A)-structure is natually induced 

on Sn x Sn as a submanifold of codimension 2 of a (2n + 2)-dimensional 

Euclidean space or a real hypersurface of (2n + l)-dimensional unit 

sphere S흐서⑴.

S.-S. Eum,U-H. Ki and Y.H. Kim [3] researched the condition that 

a real hypeisurface of Sn x Sn becomes a Brieskorn manifold.
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Let M be a hypersurface immersed isometrically in Srt(L/V2) x 

S”(l/、/富)and suppose that M is covered by the system of cooidi 

nate neighborhoods {卩；xa}, where here and in the sequel, the indices 

a, i, c, J, • • - run over the range {1,2, * - - ,2n — 1).

Since the immersion i : M Sn(l/y/2) x S"(l/v为) is i유cnx 吒ric 

from the (/, <7, u, u, A)-structure defined on Sn X Sny we obtain the s(< 

called (/, g,払 v, w、A,卩、7/)-structure[2] given by

fbfe =—站 + UbS + vi,va + wi,wa,

f^ue = -Xva + fiwa,
() f^ve = Xua + uwa,

ffwe = -fiua 一 vva

or, equivalently

Uefa = - 3。"魅 K = 一)海 一 l/Wa,Wef^ = HUa + UVa.

ueue = 1 — A2 — /z2,tzeve = —/zi/, izewe = —Ai/,
(L2) e - 2 2 p \

VeV = 고 一 B — 1/ , vew = 시上
e - 2 2

WeW = 1 — // — l/

where uaiva and zua are 1-forms associated with ua^va and wa respec- 

tively given by ua - ubgba,va = vbgba and wa = wbgba, and fba = f§gca 

is skew-symmetric. Moreover, we get

(L3) k^=^-kck\

(1.4) keke = 1 — a2,

(L5) 峠Ue = —vc _ /4fcc, k^ve = -uc —

(L6) ▽c"b = 卩丄사) J 시+ /eft,

(L7) vcvfe = k^feb - kcwb + ulcb + Xgm

We introduce the following Remark and Theorem for later use.
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REMARK [4]. If A2 4- + J/2 = 1 on the hypersurface we see

that

= 0, i/ = constant^ 0), vc = 0 and a = 0.

And if the function X vanishes on some open set, then we have vc = 0 

and ft = 0. Moreover the 1-form never vanishes on an open set in 

M, in fact, if the 1-form g is zero on an open set in M, then /c& = 0, 

which contradicts n > 1.

THEOREM A [4]. Let M be a hypersurface of Sn(l/\/5) x »$，n(l/\/5)(n

> 1) with (/, zz, v, w, A, i/)-structure satisfying A2+/z2+i^2 = 1. If 

M is minimal, then M as a. submanifold of codimension 3 of a (2n + 2)- 

dimensionsil Euclidean space E2n+2 is an intersection of a complex cone 

with generator C and (2n + 1)-dimensional unit sphere S&+고(1).

2. Brieskorn manifold induced in Hypersurface

In this section, we assume that the (/, , v, w, A, /z, i/)-structure

induced on M admits an almost contact metric structure (了《舛사展허) 
and n > 1, that is , M satisfies

(2-1) 比忙二一说+pbpL

(2.2) papa = 1.

From (1.1) and (2.1), we see

(2.3) pbpa = ubua + vbva + wfcwa.

Contracting this equation with respect to the indices a and 奴 we 

get

papa = 1 + 2(1 — x2 — — v2)

with the aid of (1.2).

Therefore, we have
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Lemma 2.1. Let M be a hypersurface of 5n(l/y/2) Sn(l/y/2)(n > 

1) with (/, w, A, /z, u)-structure. Then M admits an almost con

tact metric structure (比迥사0) if and only if A2 + + i/2 = 1 holds

on M.

Using Remark stated in section 1, (1.4) becomes

(2.4) keke = 1,

so ka is an unit vector, and it follows from (1.5) that

(2.5) uc = —ukc、

and the second equation of (1.2) and (2.3) yields

(2.6) wc = Xkc.

Substituting (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.3), and taking account of Remark 

and Lemma 2.1, we find

PbPa = hka,

or equivalently

(2.7) pb = 土知.

Thus we have

Lemma 2.2. Let M be a hypersurfa.ce of Sn(l/y/2)xSn(<l/y/2)(n > 

1) wi比(/, g、u, v, w, A, //, u)-structure. If M admits an almost contact 

metric struct^흐e (/爲9어槌产) , then the aggregate (f'gcb甘) also de- 
&ies an almost contact metric structure.

Transvecting g시，to (1,7) and taking account of Remark , (2.4) and
(2.6),  we find

(2.8) I = —2A(n —

where we have put l — gcblcb，

Hence, we have
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Lemma 2.3. Let M be a hypersurface of Sn(l/\/2) x Sn( 1 /\/5)(n > 

1) with (/, gy u, w, A, /i, i/)-structure. If M admits an almost contact 

metric structure (f\gcb)P°、) , then M has a constant mean curvature.

Next we assume that pc is a killing vector on M. Since we have 

£pgcb = 0 for a killing vector pa, we have also J匚kg시) = 0, and

(2.9) Cugcb = = •-2 시衰 = 0,

with the aid of (1.6) and Remark.

Transvecting gcb to (2.9) and taking account of (1.3), (2.4) and n > 

1, we obtain

(2.10) A = 0.

From (2.8) and (2.10), it follows that M is minimal.

Conversely, if M is minimal, then the equation (1.6) together (2.8),

(2.10) and Remark implies that

▽ c^b = fcby

which shows that uc is a killing vector because fc^ is skew-symmetric 

with respect to b and c, and also both ka and pa are killing vectors 

because of (2.7) and (2.5).

Thus we have

THEOREM 2.4. Let M be a hypersurface of Sn(l/V^)xSn(l/\/^)(n

> 1) with (/, tz, v, w, A, i/)-structure? and let M admits an al

most contact metric structure Then pa is a killing vector

if and only if M is minimal.

And also, by making use of Theorem 3.1 [5] and (2.10), we have

THEOREM 2.5. Unde호 the same assumptions as those stated in The

orem 2.4. If pa is a killing vector, then M is an f-invariant hypersur

face.

Combining Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.4 with Theorem A , we con

clude
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THEOREM 2.6. Let M be a hypersurface of S，n(l/v^)xSn(l/x/2)(n

> 1) with (/,u, v, w, A, //, i/)-structure, and let M admits an al

most contact metric structure (比)gcbS), Pa being a killing vector. 

Then M as a submanifold of codimension 3 of a (2n + i)-dimensional 

Euclidean space E으 f 诅 an intersection of a complex cone with gen

erator C and a (2n + 1)-dimensional unii sphere S2n+1(l), that is, a 

Brieskom manifold B2n~r.

Finally, let M admit a Sdsakian structure^ that is, the given struc

ture satisfies (2.1), (2.2) and

(2.11) ▽丑=一处"+以物.

Transvecting (2.1) with papb and making use of (2.2), we get

(2.12) 血=0.

If we differentiaite (2.2) covariantly, we obtain

(2.13) (vcpe)pe = 0.

Differentiating (2.12) covariantly and using (2.11), we find

比(NcPe) = gcb-PcPb.

Applying this with 盅 and making use of (2.1), (2.12) and (2.13), we 

have -

▽cPa = fcaj

which implies that pa is a killing vector.

Combining Theorem 2.6 with the fact that pa is a killing vector, we 

find

THEOREM 2.7. Let M be EL hypersurface of 5，n(l/vz2)x5，n(l/v^)(n

> 1) with (/, gy v, w, A, /z, u)-structure. If M admits a Sasakian 

structure, then M is a Brieskorn manifold B2n-1.
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